CI DESIGN CASE STUDY: THE AVENUE & 3RD STREET MARKET HALL

Brand Story & Visual Identity
The Avenue project
developers are dedicated
to striking the right
balance, and so were the
storytellers at CID.

The Challenge
Milwaukee’s former Grand Avenue Mall is set to become
The Avenue, a newly reimagined facility that will host
space for offices, retail, and apartments, as well as an
eclectic food hall known as 3rd Street Market Hall.
CI Design knew that a brand with such a complex story needed the right
foundation. The driving force for both brand story and visual identity was
the idea that the development will breathe new life into a long-dormant
space and ultimately help everyone feel more connected to the city and
each other.

The Solution
CID began by exploring the brand’s story. Energy, vibrancy,
movement, and kinship emerged as common themes, so it was only
natural that “the kitchen” - a place where people gather, share ideas,
prepare meals, and enjoy one another’s company - was named as the
brand’s foundational metaphor. The team saw The Avenue and 3rd
Street Market Hall as “the kitchen” of downtown Milwaukee:
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CI DESIGN CASE STUDY: BRAND STORY & VISUAL IDENTITY

Integrated
Services from CID
• Creative concepting
• Brand strategy

a welcoming, dynamic place where people connect around food,
ideas, and lifestyle.
Meanwhile, for the visual identity, the design team drew on themes
such as transportation, 20th Century design schools featuring bold
geometric forms, and the curious Milwaukee history surrounding the
development’s location added more fl avor to work.

• Visual identity
• Logo design
• Brand story development
• Brand messaging
• Copywriting

The driving force for both was the idea that this
development will breathe new life into a longdormant space and ultimately help everyone feel
more connected to the city and each other.

The Results
With a solid framework to build on, CID developed engaging
messaging and stunning visual branding elements for The Avenue
and 3rd Street Market Hall. A successful brand launch party
introduced the new look and brand to city leaders and influencers.
Ultimately, deliverables included:
• Messaging guide
• Marketing recommendations
• Customer personas
• Customer journey map
• Logo

Find out how the storytellers
at CID can help bring your
brand to life.
EMAIL TODAY

info@cidesigninc.com
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• Electronic press kit
• Outdoor video wall
These pieces are currently being used in branding and public
relations efforts while the complex is undergoing the construction
phase of the process.

